
Dear Friends,

In the fall of 2004, I had the great joy of learning together with eight rabbinical and 

rabbinic pastor students. We studied comparative nuscha’ot and, in the course of that 

study, came upon a kaddish for recitation by individuals in the siddur of Rav Amram 

Ga’on. Each student worked with this text independently and then, with assistance 

from Reb Ruth Gan Kagan and input from Reb Hanna Tiferet and Reb Zalman, I arrived 

at a composite version which reflects both the thoughts of the students and our needs as 

a community committed to Jewish spiritual renewal. We all hope that you will find it 

useful where a minyan is not or cannot be present and yet people desire to say kaddish.

The original version from Rav Amram’s siddur is first, followed by the new version 

formatted in both forms in which Siddur Kol Koreh is now available. There is a small, 

and temporary, anomaly in that I couldn’t get a shin at the beginning of a line to take its 

dot. That will be fixed in the future.

With thanks to the Holy Blessed One and the Sh’chinnah for this privilege, we offer it to 

you.

Ed Stafman Robert Saunders Ellen Weaver Jan Saltzman

Chaya Gusfield Lori Klein Eli Cohen Rachel Leah Feinberg

Daniel Siegel
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Ahl hah-kol

yitgahdahl v-yishtahbahch

v-yitromahm v-yitnahsay 

sh’mo shel hah-kahdosh bahrooch hoo

bah-olahmot she-bahrah ki-r’tsono

Yitbahrahch  v-yithahdahr

v-yitpah’ayr v-yithahlahl

sh’mah shel ha-sh’chinnah

hah-dahrah b-r’tson ahm yisra’ayl

bah-olahm hah-zeh oo-vah-olahm hah-bah

Tsoor olahmeem

ahdon hah-b’ri’ah

elo’ah kol hah-n’fahshot

mah-ah’yahn hah-niflah’ot

KADDISH

(when a minyan is not present)

SIDDUR KOL KOREH

For the unity, for the complexity

And for everything contained within

Great, praised, exalted, and uplifted

Be the Name of the Holy Blessed One

In all space/time created by design.

Blessed, splendid, adorned, and lauded

Be the Name Sh’chinah

Dwelling in the yearning of the people Israel.

In this world and in the next.

Harmonizer of worlds, Master Artist of creation,

Breath of all souls, Wellspring of wonders.
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Hah-yoshayv b-merchahvay mahrom

Hah-shochenet b-omkay hah-layv

k’dooshahto ahl keesay hah-kahvod

k’dooshahtah m’cha’yah hah-kol

Oo-v-chayn yitkahdahsh shaym yah bahnoo

l-aynay kol chai

v-nomahr l-fahnahv sheerah chahdahshah

v-nir’ayhoo ahyin b-ahyin

b-shoovo el nahvay’hoo

oo-mi-b’sahraynoo nechezeh elo’ah

v-yidgahl ko’ahch yah

v-shahlom rahv yahvo ahlaynoo

v-ahl kol yoshvay tayvayl

KADDISH

(when a minyan is not present)

SIDDUR KOL KOREH

Dwelling in expanses supernal

Residing in hearts’ depths

Whose holiness rests on a glorious throne

Whose holiness brings all to life.

May your name YAH

be made holy in us and in the sight of all life.

Then, new songs will rise up through us

And we will clearly see

God’s manifestation on an earth transformed, a global oasis.

When, from within our own bodies we will see your face

And God’s strength will permeate our existence

And a great peace will come upon us

And to all who dwell in this world.


